Environmental influence on altered receptor function in a genetic disease: insulin and glucose affect insulin receptors in myotonic dystrophy.
Insulin action in vivo and insulin binding to monocytes in vitro were correlated in patients with myotonic dystrophy (MyD) and compared with healthy controls. Confirming our previous studies and those of others, the present results show that the glucose infusion rate (DR), an estimate of in vivo insulin sensitivity, was significantly diminished in MyD. At the same per cent of ideal body weight DR in MyD patients was considerably less than controls suggesting that obesity could not solely account for decreased insulin sensitivity in MyD. The relative capacity (RC), and relative affinity (ED50) of the insulin receptor in monocytes was significantly less in patients. The relative affinity (ED50) was improved by changing environmental insulin levels while receptor numbers (RC) were not. Insulin sensitivity and RC showed a trend toward a positive correlation although this did not reach statistical significance. Our data suggest that the alteration of the insulin receptor in MyD is different from obesity and from other disorders of the motor unit such as amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, where insulin sensitivity and RC are reduced but ED50 is unchanged. Thus, in MyD the receptor may be one of the loci where the resistance occurs.